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2    The Eastern Highlands
Running at var}ing distances from the east and south east
coasts is a second highland area of a very different kind
In Australia there are no high mountain systems the Alpine
Storm which produced the great mountain ranges such as
the European Alps the Himalayas and the Rockies Andes
fold passed Australia by Many millions of years ago
Australia was a huge flat peneplain with great bosses or caps
which had resisted erosion better than the softer rocks and
formed a watershed nearer the eastern coast than the
present height of land Later a thrust from the east pushed
up the crust in a broad warp ^hich broke into complex
fault blockb Since then through erosion the highlands
have become a series of dissected plateaus with worn down
summits—the mere stumps of their former greatness The
greatest heights of the present cordillera are in the south east
corner but they are more of the nature of humps on the
surface of a plateau
Farther to the north the plateau presents towards the
Pacific that steep   scarp like face that proved such a barrier
to the earlier settlers  confining them as it did to the narrow
coastal strip until Blaxland   Cunningham   and others dis
covered the routes to the interior    Over this escarpment the
plateau proved to have an even surface   dissected by the
gorges of the streams  but sloping back gently to the central
plains    The gaps in the plateau edge have become the majti
gateways leading from the Pacific coast to the hinterland
These are  from the north—the Cassilis Gap behind New
castle  the Lake George gateway near Canberra the saddle
on which Cooma stands   the pass through the Australian
Alps by Omeo and the Kilmore Gap due north of Melbourne
Still farther north in Queensland the highland region is
rolled out as it were and is generally lower than the southern

